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Toncelli presents Progetto 50 to Eurocucina 2010 

A proposal outside the box

	 A great stage for its imposing structure and for a concept that immediately 
identifies it as a genuine experience, it is closer to an artistic way of life than the 
showcase of a commercial product. Divided into two areas, the space created by 
Toncelli for Eurocucina 2010 provides a visible exhibit for the public, but hidden 
inside is a path that leads the visitor to the discovery of many secrets of Progetto50. 
This exclusive creation marks the return, in grand style, of the Toncelli brand to the 
Italian market after years of acclaim in foreign markets.

Ambassador of style, taste and fine Italian workmanship, Toncelli knows that this is 
the right time to return to being known everywhere, including its Country of origin. 
Representing three generations of master craftsmen, artists, visionaries and 
designers in Pisa with a vocation for timeless beauty, the Toncelli family is  proud to 
celebrate at Eurocucina 2010 the first fifty years of their business. Led by the 
dynamic Lorenzo Toncelli who is responsible for foreign markets and the first author 
of the international success of the brand, and coordinated by Federica Toncelli, 
artistic director and head of the project, this team boasts this year’s addition, 
Stefano Stefanelli who is an art expert and scholar of traditional Tuscan 
cabinetmaking.

The addition of a collection of unique appliances with technologically advanced 
international design from De Dietrich, the historic and prestigious Alsatian brand, 
has enriched  Progetto50 and helped this ambitious project reach its  potential with 
a collection of 50 exclusive creations enriched with serigraphy on steel and  with 
wood and leather details

Drawing from their  roots in the art of making furniture and combining the discipline 
of meticulous craftsmen with the inspiration and talent of artists, Progetto50 
converges and merges  fundamental design with modern twists by using  native 
warm materials: wood sawed by hand that gives a furrowed effect, and leather that 
is hand-sown by a master saddler.  Both are combined with the austerity of 
Colorado marble, lacquered materials, and futuristic components such as exclusive 
mousse cement.  Finally, special furniture reinterprets the tradition of Tuscan 
cabinetmaking in a contemporary way.
This special furniture declares Progetto50 to be a concept really outside the box. 
Designed to be protagonists for their hosts, the proposed special furniture  comes 



in two variants: cellar units and cocktail units. Each piece of furniture contains within 
itself secret spaces and containers that only a keen and curios mind can discover 
through exploration of the cabinets. These “secret” spaces are based on concepts 
and designs developed in the Baroque period. These cabinets, equipped normally 
for every possible use, have unique external decorations consisting of original 
designs handcrafted with a technique of mathematical perspective inlaid work [see 
Detail] from the Institute of Art Giovagnoli di Anghiari.  These decorations can be 
described as a sort of wooden mosaic made by the combination of about 2700 
pieces of wood. 

Toncelli has become the ambassador and patron of these pieces of furniture that 
are artistic creations that have started a new page in the book of furniture and 
created their own trademark. This new page has been written by looking at a future 
where the “art” of furniture no longer consists  only of workmanship and materials, 
but now includes the contributions of Tuscan masters and artisans.
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Progetto50 at a glance
Escape from the box

	
Campaign 2010
. main slogan “Escape from the box”
. ADV campaign in major magazines in the field
. strengthening the sales network in Italy to achieve max. 30 retailers in the area.
. increase and strengthen the international network

Combinations of Progetto50 
. furrowed wood and cement  
. lacquer, wood and cement
. leather and marble

Contribution to this goal
. De DietrichTM, exclusive partner for domestic appliances
. Institute of Art Giovagnoli di Anghiari for the craftsmanship of decorative inlay 
  with mathematical perspective
. Attilio Grassi, restorer by profession and executor  of the special furniture

Special workmanship
. special furniture with secret spaces proposed as cellar units and cocktail units   
  (cm.135x210 approx)
. decorated furniture using special technique of mathematical perspective 
  of inlaid work 
. exclusive use of cement mousse produced by  Il Cantiere (PD)
. furrowed wood sawed by hand 
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The brand

Toncelli is  a brand recognized worldwide as a synonym for unique and fascinating 
kitchens built with timeless beauty and taste.  These kitchens are tailored, 
adaptable to any environment, and include functional solutions, technological 
innovations and ideas that are always beyond expectation and able to anticipate the 
times, tastes and trends. 

Thanks to the aggressive promotion conducted by Lorenzo Toncelli in a span of 
only one decade, it has earned an honored place on the international stage and can 
now compete with most of today’s renowned brands. The Toncelli team defends 
this role with great pride but never compromises the  major milestones that have 
created the strength of the company and its products: 

- an active presence in the market
- an exclusive product
- impeccable service 
- extreme quality 

Traditional cabinet making, manual ability, artisan experience that  have for many 
years interacted with each other and remained unchanged, are enhanced by highly 
technological internal support and control of production flows. Because of this, 
even though today Toncelli has an industrial-type production, it produces on 
average only 400 kitchens a year in addition to the supply contracts, employing a 
staff of over 40 highly skilled full-time employees. 

At Eurocucina 2010, Toncelli will celebrate fifty years of business activity presenting 
Progetto50, a new proposal with a  range of  truly unique special furniture and 
reinterpreted materials that are nonetheless avant-garde. Thanks to investment in 
production machinery, the media campaign planned for the years 2010-2012 and 
the presence at Eurocucina 2010 where it already promises to be the protagonist, 
Toncelli is ready to reach an ambitious new goal, to offer their customers no longer 
just a kitchen, but a true work of art.



The history

The Toncelli firm was born in 1960 in Peccioli (Pisa), a village in the heart of Tuscany 
heavily dedicated to handicrafts. Here in Peccioli, Fernando Toncelli worked in a 
workshop which produced and lacquered the so-called “armadini”: single-unit 
kitchen cabinets in use at the time in working-class homes. Together with his 
brothers , he opened his own workshop which quickly acquired the respect and 
support of many customers. With an increase in demand and the acquisition of 
fame, Toncelli’s sales network was extended throughout Italy with branch 
warehouses in Calabria, Ciampino (Rome), Cagliari and Naples and direct services 
to the North. 

The first kitchens with contiguous base were launched in the 1970’s. Then, Toncelli 
designed and started to sell furniture “on design”, abandoning his branches and 
instead strengthening the central sales department. The Toncelli company then 
moved to its present location of 11,000 covered square meters and 30,000 square 
meters of outdoor space. 

In 1983, Kaleidos was launched, a modular line with a range of over 100 types of 
cabinet doors. It was the first real step of the “cultural revolution” that now 
characterizes Toncelli as a creator of a variety of project solutions and manufacturer 
of “tailored” kitchens. At that time, a new generation entered the company, Lorenzo 
(management and administration) and Federica (architect), children of Fernando. 

In the 1990’s the “Credenza” was introduced, a sophisticated kitchen that thanks to 
a high profile media campaign, has given Toncelli a leap to a higher target. The 
reinterpretation of traditional design in a new contemporary way gives life and 
balance between the warmth of the wood and the high-tech functionality of the 
steel.

Toncelli ended the twentieth century with a series of resounding successes, and its 
brand name is considered one of the most respected and popular brands at the 
national level. Those were the years devoted to the philosophy of a tailored kitchen, 
with a design-to-order created exclusively with components built with advanced 
technology and craftsmanship.  

The company was then ready for the big jump onto the international market. In 
1997 the Eurocucina stand was besieged by Asian visitors attracted to it not only by 



the kitchen design, but also by the extremely sophisticated “minimal-solutions” 
design and by the products’ extreme quality.
Thanks to the efforts of Lorenzo Toncelli in 2000, a profitable agreement was 
concluded  with the Asian company Nefs of Seul which bought a building in the 
well-known Kangnam-gu district and dedicated it to the Italian brand. Today there is 
still a close partnership. Through this collaboration, Toncelli quickly became one of 
the best known luxury brands in Asia.

At Eurocucina 2004,  the Nantia kitchen was presented with a Central European 
flavor.  With the Essential Eurocucina 2006, the kitchen "throws off her apron and 
puts on an evening gown”. The appliances are hidden and the work areas are 
discovered with a simple push of hidden buttons.  Covering a broad range of 
offerings for the international market, Lorenzo Toncelli, in the role of export manager, 
continues enthusiastically to promote the brand, focusing on foreign markets.

In 2010, fifty years after the birth of the brand, Toncelli is celebrating half a 
century of success with a grand-style return to the Italian market with its 
anxiously anticipated participation in the Milan Eurocucina show, with a 
special stand ..... all  to be discovered.
  



Interview with Lorenzo Toncelli

« I find it interesting to work only with materials  that have a soul, in 

the same way that I respect people whose life-story I can get to know.  
Without a stimulus  from past life, I find it impossible to create 
something that really speaks  of the present and that is  worthwhile to 
exist in the future.

We meet Lorenzo Toncelli, who since 2005 has been “driving”  the historic brand 
born in 1960 in Peccioli (Pisa), and who continues today to actively deal with 
international markets. Since the company's success stems from the artisan tradition 
of a particular land, Tuscany, to which the Toncelli family is still tied, first and 
foremost we ask how important are those human factors of passion and tenacity in 
the success of a business.

A.  They both count very much. Work is for me a way of life that pushes me to 
always give the maximum physical and intellectual commitment. Often, exhausting 
journeys across the world take me where everything is  foreign, different and distant. 
If it were not for the passion and pride I have for leading a company that feels  like a 
family, I do not know if I could succeed. My childhood is related to the history of the 
company.  As a child, to keep me out of trouble, I was given a hammer and nails  to 
play with behind the counters where production was taking place. Even today, the 
smell of wood shavings, the noise of the machines turned on, and the consent of 
the people who work around me are elements that I need in order to live. 

Q.  The family history and Toncelli brand, linked by a journey comprised of not only 
sacrifices but also of personal and business successes, have been marked by 
strong growth. But in recent years, the brand has appeared mostly on the foreign 
market. What were the reasons behind this choice? 

A.  It was not really a choice. At the trade fairs, the Toncelli stand was regularly 
besieged by the foreign public that perceived Toncelli as having an Italian style 
dominated by good taste. This contact with the foreign market made the choice 
almost obligatory: with such obvious interest, it meant I only had to roll up my 



sleeves ... and improve my English. 

Q.  From concept to actual production, how does a Toncelli kitchen come into 
existence step by step? 

A.  At the beginning of everything there is a thought, an intuition. From this comes 
the actual project. What we have always rejected is  the pursuit of fashions and 
trends, which by their definition have an ephemeral value. A Toncelli kitchen, by 
contrast, tends to create solutions that give rise to a highly emotional impact, to that 
kind of fascination that can never be boring because it comes from a deep empathy 
and recognition of aesthetics over time. Let’s take for example the “Credenza”.  It is 
a 1990’s kitchen that still exists today (after adequate restyling) and is still loved and 
used all over the world. In our company, every day, we answer telephone calls from 
customers who have kitchens that came from our company 45 years ago. Even 
today, after almost half a century, they are so satisfied with their choice that they are 
ready to testify that the taste of our creations is timeless. 

Q.  Choosing a Toncelli kitchen means trying a product that is closer to a work of art 
than an industrial object. In your experience, how can we describe the 
characteristics of the customer who chooses the Toncelli kitchens? 

A.  What we regretfully witness is standardization of the market and of the products. 
Today you can have everything, but what you can have is  essentially the same 
worldwide. Toncelli goes against this. We have always taken this position with pride 
and commitment and intend to continue to do so. Because of this, we stubbornly 
insist on attempting to create unique and unrepeatable products every time. But we 
can only get this result  by working mostly by hand. We do so in the cabinet-making 
tradition that  we keep alive and that we strengthen with the help of an old master 
artist of rare talent, Attilio Grassi,  whom we were fortunate enough to meet in our 
business journey.  Together we have created furniture units that are real works of art 
in order to celebrate 50 years of Toncelli with a new, ground-breaking concept. 
From now on, our efforts will need to be even greater because the next goal will be 
to pursue furniture constructions that are closer to a work of art than to a purely 
functional component, and that enrich our kitchens with a unique and inimitable 
value.



Interview with Stefano Stefanelli

« Progetto50 is a tribute to the genius of the Tuscan Renaissance.

It is our contribution to ensure that this art will always remain alive.

Stefano Stefanelli, responsible for the Italian segment of the brand, the inventor of 
Progetto50 is also the proponent of an ambitious idealistic combination of  
technology,  Toncelli design, and the art of Tuscan  decorators of wood. 

Q.  What makes a brand so ambitious as to recall arts  and crafts that now seem 
little more than study material for historians? 

A.  Two things. The first was a need for market presence. To really stand out in a 
scenario where supply is relatively undifferentiated, we needed something really 
valuable, that only we were able to produce and which would  bring a touch of 
magic to the kitchen and living environments. And then, of course, there is passion. 
Making furniture is more than just a job. The furnishing of an environment comes 
from man's need to be surrounded by beauty in order to live better. My educational 
and professional background is that of an art dealer. My task in Toncelli is to renew 
the relationship that here, unlike in many other businesses, has never failed: the 
artistic tradition . This tradition still persists between the Tuscan masters, who 
instead of being simple furniture makers, are often also skilled craftsmen and 
inspired artists. 

Q.  At Eurocucina 2010, Progetto50 will be previewed, summarizing the most 
advanced technological research with a recovery of traditional Tuscan 
craftsmanship. An ambitious project indeed.   How will the new Toncelli kitchens be 
dressed?

A.  Our era has declared the victory of functionality over the exterior aspect of 
objects. It is a fact that in furniture design when the component of the design is 
born it is already influenced by the use of the product itself. Today, where everything 
has been invented and done, I feel the need to stop and return to the past, reflect 
and re-educate myself to beauty which is often forgotten today by wanting novelty 



at all costs at the expense of aesthetics. With Progetto50 with some furniture 
(which we renamed special because of its uniqueness), we have applied today’s 
technological knowledge to this creative historical concept of furniture that has 
much to explore, obtaining a surprising result. Literally, something that is outside the 
box. 

Q.  For Progetto50, around the actual company itself, circle a series of artisans: 
craftsmen from the School of  A. Anghiari for wooden inlays, master saddlers for 
working with the leather furniture, and philologists of furniture such as Attilio Grassi 
for the design of furniture with secrets . How was it possible to assemble and 
coordinate this exceptional team? 

A.  Tuscany is  the land we love and to which we turn to constantly because it is filled 
with amazing talent and unique materials. Here was born the system of noble 
patronage. Here we have seen the start of the artistic currents that have influenced 
generations of humanists such as Leon Battista Alberti and Brunelleschi. Even 
today, the Tuscan artistic tradition is alive and pulsating, handed down through 
schools like the  Institute of Art Giovagnoli di Anghiari or represented by workshop 
teachers who find the ideal raw materials and provide the appreciation that sustains 
their use. The implementation of Progetto50 was for me like conducting an 
orchestra where exceptional musicians, who are friends as well as esteemed 
collaborators, have contributed their art to the harmony of creation. 

Q.  The stand of Eurocucina will have exclusive access only through a key reserved 
for carefully selected guests. What can we anticipate from this stand which is also 
full of ... secrets? 

A.  The stand has a secret pathway leading  to the discovery of all that Progetto50 
has to offer. It is an experience that the more careful and curious visitors will 
discover and certainly enjoy. Inside, in addition to examples in this line, there will be 
some projects that we wanted to showcase for their symbolic value. It is  art  
recreated directly from the past and replicated here, alongside Toncelli kitchens in 
an ideal guiding thread  that connects seamlessly with the past and the foreseeable 
future of the furniture art of Tuscany. 



Progetto 50 
technical fact sheet

WOOD
CEMENT
LEATHER
COLORADO WHITE MARBLE
MATHEMATICAL PERSPECITVE INLAID WORK

THE SECRETS



Furrowed wood

Another particularly valuable material which Toncelli has resurrected from the 
Tuscan tradition and reinvented for its most exclusive creations of furniture is wood, 
especially walnut.

To preserve the natural beauty of wood to bring enjoyment to living spaces, Toncelli 
proposes within Progetto50 use of wood with special workmanship. This  is 
furrowed wood, more commonly known as “sawed”. Furrowing is a process that 
preserves the rough surface of unfinished wood making it sensitive to the touch. 
Treated and processed  to preserve a rough finish and lines essential to the 
movement of the design environment, the Toncelli furrowed wood marks the 
meeting point between perfect craftsmanship and expert finishing. This finish is 
reminiscent of the “backsides” of antique furniture that were hand-sawn and 
unfinished as they were not visible.



Cement

Cement has been defined as "the material of the New Renaissance" of modern 
design. Toncelli is  among the few manufacturers in the world to use this material for 
its innovative kitchens. However, until recently, cement was seldom used inside the 
home, never used  to make interiors aesthetically sophisticated and fascinating. 
However, cement can be extremely versatile. With attention to detail, it can be 
adapted fully to any aesthetic requirement of contemporary design. 

Toncelli, selecting as the partner company Il Cantiere di Pordenone, has managed 
not only to include cement as a distinguishing feature in some of its most 
prestigious and original creations, but also to make it the main element, unique and 
perfect for kitchen furniture that is designed to look like an impenetrable monolith.  
The particular blend of cement used in the Toncelli kitchens is a mousse  resulting 
from recent research by Lafarge, a world leader in the production of this material. 
Cement processing is done through ad-hoc creations and use of moulds.  It is a  
highly technological product, with exceptional technical characteristics: 

- it is completely of mineral composition and devoid of resin, hence ecologically 
sustainable; 
- it has a fine grain size that can "follow" and reproduce any texture; 
- it has a compressive strength from four to eight times higher than that of 
conventional concrete; 
- it has many uses due to its bending resistance and better resistance to 
deformation; 
- it is a durable material with excellent resistance to  shock and abrasion; 
- it has a low porosity, which gives it a low permeability, resulting in resistance to 
cycles of freezing 
-  and thawing, exposure to marine environments, and to sulfates and acids. 
- it  has a high resistance to fire; 
- it can be dyed in large quantities to obtain a wide range of colors. 

The "mousse" finishing touches  proposed by Toncelli are the "French Gray" with 
the characteristics of gray cement and the “eta beige "with its warmer tones. The 
cement Toncelli chooses for its kitchens is therefore unique and as valuable as 
wood and marble. It matches perfectly, creating a unique aesthetic environment that 
cannot be duplicated. Toncelli has chosen this fiber-reinforced cement, resistant, yet 
very  malleable to turn the idea of its new kitchens into reality: kitchens conceived 
and designed with Toncelli’s  usual fine tailoring,  passion for detail and commitment 
to elegance.



Colorado White Marble

Marble is a natural material which has been used  for centuries. Colorado Gold Vein 
is the new marble utilized by Toncelli. Of American origin, it has a milky white 
background characterized by the presence of reddish-brown-gray streaks that vary 
widely in percentage and distribution. The aesthetic beauty of this marble is 
determined by the delicate background and the softness of the crystalline grain  
that creates an almost transparent structure,  typical of a material of extreme 
elegance and value. Colorado marble’s crystalline structure also gives it beautiful 
and technical softness. Because of its limestone  composition, like all marbles it is 
not acid resistant, but with its  new "egg skin” finish, instead of being glossy, will 
have a better result to acid stains. The applied hydro-repellent treatment  improves 
its resistance to the absorption of water and commonly used oily substances.   



Leather

The term refers to animal skin that has undergone numerous physical, chemical and 
mechanical treatments to create a material that is well suited for use in many 
sectors of the field. . 

Within Progetto50, Toncelli presents a collection of leather upholstery entirely hand 
sown. With decorative stitching, bound handles and elegant trim. All of the detailed 
work is carefully done by the art and craft of the master leather worker. 
The "regenerated" leather used by Toncelli consists of 90% real leather shavings to 
and 10% of natural binder. The coloring is done through the use of neutral 
detergents applied with slightly dampened cotton cloth resulting in the 
impermeability of the pigmented areas and non-discoloration to light exposure.



Mathematical Perspective Inlaid Work 
Xilotarsia o tarsia

THE TECHNIQUE 

The technique of wood inlay - also called xilotarsia or, more simply, tarsia , is the 
application of tiles or sheets of variously shaped wood  to a frame for a decorative 
or a figurative aim. 
 

THE HISTORY 

In the fourteenth century, in Florence and in all of Tuscany, the art of the time was 
strongly influenced by Filippo di ser Brunelleschi Lapi (Florence, 1377-1446) who  
was the inventor of the single vanishing point perspective, also called linear centric 
perspective. By combining the new mathematics of Brunelleschi with the well-
tested technique of using three-dimensional figures to define areas of color, the new 
art of the “tarsia” perspective was created.  

Beginning with Piero della Francesca and his unparalleled artistic ability to represent 
perspective articulated between light and shadow, inlaid work began to require a 
palette of rich colors. At times, when natural wood color was not sufficient, the 
wood was chosen according to the different effects that could be created (resulting 
from cutting or from the grain) to highlight and exploit its aesthetic capabilities. In 
addition, wood was also subjected to various treatments. For example, 
sandblasting with hot sand slightly blackens the wood creating shadow effects, and 
boiling the wood  with water and vegetable matter changes the color tone. To have 
a black background, as well as to imitate precious ebony, the oak was drowned or 
immersed a long time in water.  

INSTITUTE OF ART GIOVAGNOLI DI ANGHIARI

In Anghiari, near Arezzo, there is an institute for masters of craftsmanship with a 
special program of studies specifically dedicated to the art of wood and restoration 
of antique furniture and wooden objects. The program utilizes five laboratories 
specialized in the wood industry with the goal of providing theoretical training, 



practice and planning. The students of the A. Anghiari school are able to design and 
produce objects with a philological type of  reproduction. This program of studies is 
the only one existing in central Italy. 

TONCELLI CREATIONS

Within Progetto50, Toncelli presents some special furniture , in particular, cellar units 
and cocktail units whose doors are decorated using the inlaid technique. With the 
intent to retrieve and update a technique that is a fundamental part of the Florentine 
artistic heritage, Toncelli has created modern decorative designs that, in the 
laboratories of Anghiari, are made with one of the oldest and most fascinating 
techniques. 

As a first step, the images are drawn in a 1:1 scale on cardboard in which the parts 
are cut and placed on a wooden panel having the same dimension as the 
cardboard. With a gouge the inlay artist engraves the wood following the edges of 
the cardboard cutout. These tracings serve the same purpose as does a sketch on 
the canvas of a painter. Next, the cardboard is placed on a thin wooden piece (“ 
leaf”) of the desired color and an outline is made of the form. Then the wooden leaf 
is placed on  the wooden panel in the proper location, easily recognizable thanks to 
the already engraved markings. The wooden leaves are then applied to the support 
panel with strong glue or carpenter's glue, and the wafer is then pressed between 
heated sheets.



The Secrets

The main attraction of the creations present inside of Progetto50 is certainly the 
furniture mechanisms with hidden secrets that, once activated, reveal 
compartments, shelves, drawers or other types of containers. 

The art of making furniture with this technique was born and enjoyed its popularity 
in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.

Bringing back through its philological expertise these eighteenth-century 
construction techniques, Toncelli has created cellar and specialty tables with 
secrets that synthesize a new era of glory for this art of furniture requiring 
craftsmanship of great skill and creativity. 


